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There's no real urgent need to make your own arenas for Farcrown Arena- we've made lots of great ones already! But if you want to add your own, which is awesome, here's how to do it.

Keep in mind that if you do want to make your own arenas, you MUST follow these instructions, at least from STEP THREE and onward, otherwise your entire game will get screwed up! (If it does, it'd be your fault cuz you didn't read the directions :D)

* step zero: the idea
You need to have a general idea in mind before you make the arena. What's it like? What tileset is it? What type of gameplay does it focus on? What is the geography like? Where will the flags be? Where will the spawn-points be? etc

* step one: the area
Create the area. It shouldn't be too big (like nearing the maximum), but not super-small either. Look at some of the other arena sizes for a reference. Also think about your plans for the arena- should you make a perfect square, or another sort of rectangle?

* step two: the geography
Make the hills, the valleys, the rivers, the eternal chasms, the walls, etc. Keep in mind STRATEGY! Will players have too hard of a time reaching the flag? Too easy of a time? How many ways into the flag, and how many escape routes out? Most arenas should be symmetrical for the two teams, though aren't, such as arenas that are chaotic or resemble mazes. Other arenas are generally symmetric, but details in the middle part are different- this is perfectly fine. Most of the arenas we've made are like that.

* step three: the game stuff
This is where it gets a bit complicated and you have to do everything exactly as I say here. There are a variety of waypoints, triggers and placeables you need to add to the arena.

First off, you need to know the arena's number. This is one up from the current arena number. You can find the current arena number by opening up script "mod_hb" and looking at line 100. As of my uploading of this file on Sunday, July 20, 2008 the downloadable module has 24 arenas. So the arena number for the first new arena would be 25. If you've already made a 24th (or more) arena before you got the 1.69 version, you should save the new Farcrown Arena module under a different name until you can copy in your areas and then either delete the Barrows (our 24th arena) or change its number to whatever suits you!

From hereon out, the arena number for the arena will be referred to as 'X'

Back to the arena:

1) decide where the Shining Knights and Darklion flags will be located. Put waypoints at these locations:
1a) the Shining Knights flag waypoint should be tagged:  wpf_X_1
1b) the Darklion flag waypoint should be tagged:  wpf_X_2

2a) select the Shining Knights flag waypoint, go to Properties > Map Note, and turn the Map Note ability on. The Map Note text should be this, exactly:   Shining Knights Flag
2b) select the Darklion flag waypoint, go to Properties > Map Note, and turn the Map Note ability on. The Map Note text should be this, exactly:   Darklion Flag

3a) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 3, and select "Shining Knights Flag". Place it exactly over the Shining Knights flag waypoint
3b) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 3, and select "Darklion Flag". Place it exactly over the Darklion flag waypoint

4) now decide where the two spain-points are when players get teleported to the arena. Put two waypoints at those locations (make sure they are angled in the direction you want the players to face).
4a) the Shining Knights arrival waypoint should be tagged:  wp_X_1
4b) the Shining Knights arrival waypoint should be tagged:  wp_X_2

5) decide where the triggers will be where the players can bring the flag back to and score. Usually this is somewhere near your base/spawnpoint. For example, the 'Shining Knights trigger' is the one that players of the Shining Knights team have to bring the Darklion flag to after capturing it
5a) for the Shining Knights trigger, select Trigger > Generic Trigger, and draw the outline.
5b) for the Darklion trigger, select Trigger > Generic Trigger, and draw the outline.

6a) select the Properties of the Shining Knights trigger and go to the Scripts tab. Set the OnEnter handler to refer to the script called:  enterflag_shine
6b) select the Properties of the Darklion trigger and go to the Scripts tab. Set the OnEnter handler to refer to the script called:  enterflag_trig

7) now you're placing the portals that can return a player to their base or to Haleos Isle. The two Shining Knights return portals should be near the Shining Knights arrival waypoints, and ditto for Darklion. Don't worry about scripts or anything, they're already attached to the placeables:
7a) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 5 and select "Shining Knights Base" (it's something similar to that). Place it on the Shining Knights side, near the arrival waypoint.
7b) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 5 and select "Haleos Isle" (it's something similar to that). Place it on the Shining Knights side, near the portal from 7a.
7c) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 4 and select "Darklion Base" (it's something similar to that). Place it on the Darklion side, near the arrival waypoint.
7d) go to Placeables > Custom > Special > Custom 4 and select "Haleos Isle" (it's something similar to that). Place it on the Darklion side, near the portal from 7c.

8) you're almost done! Now go to the Edit menu and select "Area Properties"
8a) find the place where you select the PvP type. Set it to "Full PvP"
8b) go to the "Scripts" tab
8c) set the OnEnter script to be:  arent
8d) set the OnExit to script to be:  onexit
8e) now find the place where you set the Name and Tag of the area (I think it's the first tab)
8f) set the NAME of the arena to whatever you want it's name to be
8g) set the TAG of the arena to:  ar_X  (remember X is the arena number)

9) look over the area. Do you like it? Is it good? Are the flags and arrival waypoints and triggers in good places? If so, move on to step 4!

* step four: the script stuff

1) open up the script called "mod_hb" and find line 100. Add 1 to the number that represents the total number of arenas. Make sure there is a single semicolon directly after the number (the new number should be the arena number of the arena you just made)

2) open up the script called "pc_chat_event" and scroll down to the chunk that's around line 142. This is a descriptor of where the triggers are that players should bring their flags back to.
2a) put an empty line right BEFORE the line that begins with "default"
2b) type in:

case #: sms="";break;

the symbol # should be replaced with the number of the arena you just made- it also should be 1 higher than the 'case' number of the line above it.

2c) now put the cursor between the two quotation marks in the line you just made. Type in instructions to the player that tells them where to bring the flag back to in case they need help.

* step five: recheck
Make sure you've done EVERYTHING from steps 3 & 4. If you didn't, there could be serious repercussions! THE ENTIRE WORLD WOULD IMPLODE!!! :D

You're done! Congratulations and happy playing! Now, before you rehost your module or whatever, you should playtest the arena (even with just one person, it doesn't have to be online) and make sure that the arrival works and the portals work (meaning nothing is stuck in a cliff or wall and can't be used, or something else weird like that). If everything's good, then you're all set!!!

HOW TO ALLOW PLAYERS TO MAKE ARENAS
If you are hosting Farcrown Arena and want to allow your players to create arenas and send them in, then give them similar instructions as this file, but do not bother them with setting area properties, script changes, flag placeables, or portal placeables. Just tell them to create the area and then place the arrival waypoints, flag waypoints and triggers. You can tell them to put 0 for the arena number and then change that yourself when you know what arena number it will be. Then they can ERF the area and send it to you, and you can make any changes you see fit and then add everything else in, then run through steps 3 & 4 to make sure everything's complete (even down to things like the Map Note text and such). This way, your players can see their arenas come to life! :D

To make a journal entry for the players telling them about this, go to the Journal Editor and check out the entry "submit"- its text tells you what to do for this (change the text and uncomment a line in the script "entergame").

***

Already made arenas from an earlier version and want them to stay? Follow the advice of the other bolded text above, then remember to edit all the necessary scripts of the new module, including the case/switch block of the new "pc_chat_event" script (the block starts near line 142 of "pc_chat_event").

***

Thanks for downloading!!

~ Thaladar9
Don't forget to vote!
